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PROMOTIONAL TRAILER.

"Recruit" is set to air September 26th.



FADE IN:

BRUCE takes to the stand, up in front of hundreds of citizens 
as he roars into the public -- 

BRUCE 
As long as these masked crusaders 
run this city, we will not be safe. 

CUT TO:

The BLACK CANARY leaps off the edge of the rooftop, diving 
down into an endless abyss -- BLACK. 

We RETURN to find the Black Canary, perched below, having 
landed, raising her chin as she stairs off into the night -- 

THE TIME HAS COME
FADE IN:

PERRY stares off at the hundreds of people gathered outside, 
all the way up in his office at Gotham Daily. 

BRUCE (V.O.)
In eight hours ... 

DISSOLVE TO:

GUIDO opens his door to find CHLOE. She carries with her a 
shoulder bag of supplies. 

BRUCE (V.O.)
... an anti-vigilante organization 
is going to go public. 

FLASH CUT TO:

A large podium in front of a crowd of hundreds of citizens
holds the chairs of many people. Taking to the stage is a
rather large, African American.

TO CHOOSE A SIDE
FADE IN:

GUIDO knocks Chloe across the jaw with a handgun, and she 
collapses to the ground ... 

CUT TO:



SELINA slams a small blade into PERRY’s waist, forcing a 
terrible grunt to escape his lips. 

CUT TO:

The CROWD cheer with agreement, throwing their fists in the 
air with passion.

CUT TO:

BRUCE pulls Selina in for a kiss, and they are locked in a 
lustful embrace. 

BLACKOUT:

FADE IN:

PERRY WHITE stumbles in his office, out of breath. 

PERRY
I’ve lived a good life. And I 
deserve to go out with a bang. 

The sound of a gun BLARING tears through, and the screen 
completely WHITES OUT -- 
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